Abstract-We present an interaction model for beyond-desktop visualizations that combines the visualization reference model with the instrumental interaction paradigm. Beyond-desktop visualizations involve a wide range of emerging technologies such as wallsized displays, 3D and shape-changing displays, touch and tangible input, and physical information visualizations. While these technologies allow for new forms of interaction, they are often studied in isolation. New conceptual models are needed to build a coherent picture of what has been done and what is possible. We describe a modified pipeline model where raw data is processed into a visualization and then rendered into the physical world. Users can explore or change data by directly manipulating visualizations or through the use of instruments. Interactions can also take place in the physical world outside the visualization system, such as when using locomotion to inspect a large scale visualization. Through case studies we illustrate how this model can be used to describe both conventional and unconventional interactive visualization systems, and compare different design alternatives.
INTRODUCTION
External, physical representations of information are older than the invention of writing [50, p.94] . External representations promote external cognition and visual thinking [11] , and humans developed a rich set of skills for crafting and exploring them. In addition to mere visual exploration, the manipulation of external representations has been shown to be a key component of external cognition [35, 18, 36, 46] .
Computers immensely increased the amount of data we can collect, process and visualize, and diversified the ways we can represent it visually. Visualization systems became powerful and complex, and sophisticated interaction techniques are now necessary to control them.
With the widening of technological possibilities beyond classic desktop settings, new opportunities have emerged (see Figure 1 for a small sample). Not only display surfaces of arbitrary shapes and sizes can be used to show richer visualizations, but also new input technologies can be used to manipulate them. These include multitouch surfaces and tangible controllers, which promise to take better advantage of our natural abilities to manipulate physical objects [31] .
New opportunities also arose in the area of physical information visualization [33] , where visualizations themselves are made physical, either to enrich their perception or to facilitate their manipulation. With digital fabrication technologies and fab labs, the production of physical visualizations became easier and accessible to all. With recent advances in actuated physical displays [47] , computationallyaugmented physical visualizations are now starting to be considered.
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• Pierre Dragicevic is with Inria. E-mail: pierre.dragicevic@inria.fr. However, new opportunities also bring new challenges. Some of these are technological and are actively being researched. Another serious challenge lies in the informed design of beyond-desktop visualization systems, i.e, building systems that harness both human capacities and the power of new technologies. Although theories and models have been proposed that help design desktop visualizations, interaction with visualization systems now needs to be seen as situated in the midst of heterogeneous displays and interaction instruments [39] . Due to the lack of new conceptual models, it is hard to build a coherent picture of beyond-desktop systems that have been proposed so far, and to reflect on this work in a way that can inform future design.
We present a conceptual interaction model and visual notation system that aims to facilitate the description, comparison and criticism of beyond-desktop visualization systems. This model refines and unifies the information visualization reference model [11, 13] and the instrumental interaction model [7] . We first introduce our model and illustrate it with simple examples. Many of these examples are taken from desktop visualization systems, as these have reached maturity, they are familiar to most readers, and they support a number of complex interactions. We believe that better understanding desktop visualization systems can help understand beyond-desktop systems and vice versa. We then illustrate how to use our model and visual notation through case studies of less conventional visualization systems. We conclude with a discussion of the strengths and the limits of our model.
AN ADAPTED INFOVIS PIPELINE
The process of information visualization can be described as a sequence of data transformations that go through several stages until a final image is produced. This process is referred to as the visualization reference model or the "infovis pipeline" and has been described by Card et al. [11] and Chi and Riedl [13] , and refined by others [12, 56] .
While the infovis pipeline is extremely useful for understanding information visualization systems, previous models have been essentially focusing on desktop systems. In this section we describe an infovis pipeline that shares many similarities with previous models but has been extended to better capture non-conventional setups. Our extended version of the infovis pipeline. The visualization system is to the right and reads from bottom to top as in [12] .
Since we model interactions as modifications to the infovis pipeline, we attempt to provide a clear description of the pipeline, illustrated with examples. In contrast with Chi and Riedl [13] we focus on the visualization stages rather than on the early data processing stages. We clarify Carpendale's [12] and Heer's [21] conceptual distinction between partially defined visualizations and ready-to-render visualizations. We then explicitly consider the physical rendering of the visualization into the real world. This stage can be thought of as the final "view" stage that is common to all infovis pipelines but has so far been ill-defined. We then proceed to additional stages that roughly capture how the visualization is seen and read. As we will later see, explicitly introducing the end user into the pipeline helps understand how different setups support external cognition in different ways.
From Raw Data to Physical Presentation
We first describe the stages (rectangles in Figure 2 ) and transformations (ellipses) that are part of the visualization system, and are typically implemented on a computer. The initial stage is the raw data. Each subsequent stage of the infovis pipeline is a state that is entirely defined by the transformation applied to the previous stage. In other terms, information in this pipeline is only stored in the raw data, and all additional information is stored in the subsequent transformations.
Data Transformation. The role of data transformation is to process raw data into a form that is suitable for visualization. This can include compiling data from several sources [11] , filtering and aggregating the data to suit the analyst's questions, and making the data compatible with the visualization technique used in the next stage [13, 22] .
For example, suppose a usability analyst wants to visualize the outcome of usability studies whose data has been stored in multiple log files (e.g., a CSV file per participant). She is not interested in seeing all measurements but rather in getting an idea of the participants' respective performances. Accordingly the data transformation can consist in deriving aggregated measures for each participant in a format that is compatible with a given visualization. If boxplots are chosen, the format can consist in a table of five-number summaries [62] . This synthetic format corresponds to the processed data stage 1 .
Visual Mapping. This transformation gives an initial visual form to the processed data by mapping data entities to visual marks and data dimensions to visual variables [11] . On computer systems, those typically correspond to graphical primitives and graphical attributes. This stage constitutes the core part of information visualization and is what distinguishes one visualization technique from another.
For example, a 2D scatterplot visual mapping takes tabular data as input and creates a shape for each record. The shape's position is a function of the record's value on two data columns, and some of its attributes (size, shape, color) may also be mapped to other columns. A parallel coordinates visual mapping processes the same data very differently. In our boxplot example, for each five-number summary, the visual mapping creates a rectangle whose length is determined by the inter-quartile range, a line whose position is determined by the median, and two T-shaped line pairs whose extremities are determined by the upper and lower extremes [62] . The visual mapping transformation also holds information on dimension assignment, i.e., which dimensions of the processed data it takes as input and in which order.
The outcome of the visual mapping transformation makes up the abstract visual form. This form is abstract because the visualization at this point is not yet fully defined. For example, the boxplot visual mapping is indifferent to the vertical scale and to the horizontal placement of boxes and most of their visual attributes (color, border width, etc.). We call those free visual variables, to contrast them with encoding visual variables that are constrained by the visual mapping. Encoding visual variables may also be only partially defined: a scatterplot's data points may be laid out in normalized coordinates (e.g., in the range [0, 1]) and given a normalized color index instead of an actual color.
Presentation Mapping. This transformation turns the abstract visual form into a fully-specified visual presentation that can be displayed, printed or fabricated. This involves operations such as:
• Specialization involves specifying the final details of all encoding visual variables. This includes applying scaling functions to normalized positions and applying color scales to color indices.
• Styling consists of assigning free visual variables in a consistent manner across the entire visualization. For example, all boxes from a boxplot can be filled with gray and drawn with a black border.
• Optimization consists in assigning free visual variables in a way that facilitates the reading of a visualization. An example is sorting boxplots from left to right per participant ID. More elaborate operations include graph layout and matrix reordering.
• Decoration consists in adding non-coding graphical primitives to facilitate the reading and interpretation of a visualization. Examples include axis labels, grid lines, legends and captions. The presentation mapping holds all parameters for these operations, e.g., which style or layout algorithm is used. In addition, it holds information on overriding operations, which are local visual operations that take precedence over all systematic operations. Highlighting a chart element overrides styling. Adjusting a graph node manually overrides optimization. Adding a freehand annotation overrides decoration.
The outcome of the presentation mapping is the visual presentation, a complete visual specification which can be thought of as a bitmap image, a scenegraph, or a 3D model in a computer implementation.
Rendering. The rendering transformation makes the visual presentation perceivable by bringing it into existence in the physical world. For example, a boxplot can be displayed on a screen or printed on paper. The same is true for a 3D molecule visualization, although it can also be presented on a volumetric display [20] or 3D-printed.
The rendering transformation holds all the information and settings necessary for this process. Examples include view projections (pan and zoom settings, 3D camera viewpoint), anti-aliasing and shading options, final cropping and positioning operations by the window manager, the configuration of output device drivers, and hardware settings.
The physical presentation is the physical object or apparatus that makes the visualization observable, in the state defined by the rendering transformation. It can be a piece of paper with ink on its surface, a physical LCD display with its LEDs in a particular state, or a rapidly spinning enclosed 2D display (a swept-surface volumetric display).
From Physical Presentation to Insights
So far we captured how raw data is made visual and brought into existence in the objective world independently from any observer. Here we consider how the physical presentation is read and used. Cognitive processes are complex, poorly understood and differ across users [41] , therefore our model does not try to capture those in detail.
Percept Transformation. This transformation defines how the physical presentation becomes a percept. Roughly defined, a percept is what an observer sees at a given point in time. For example, a user facing a volumetric display will see not a spinning disc, but a glowing object resembling a 3D molecule. A user facing a computer screen will see not an array of LEDs but a spatially continuous boxplot chart.
While a visualization designer can use her knowledge on percept transformations to design visual or physical presentations, this transformation is outside the visualization system pipeline and therefore outside the system's control. Part of it is under the user's control. For example, a user can move around to get a different perspective [9] . Other examples include switching on a desk light to examine boxplot printouts or dimming the light before using a volumetric display.
Environmental factors determine how distal stimuli (physical presentations) are turned into proximal stimuli (retinal images). In addition, the percept transformation includes all psychophysical mechanisms that turn proximal stimuli into percepts, and that are largely outside the user's control. These include general mechanisms like light adaptation and individual factors like color blindness. Those also include the mechanisms that make the time-and space-discretized stimuli from electronic displays appear as coherent shapes.
Integration. This transformation defines how a new percept is combined with previous percepts to update a mental visual model of the visual presentation. For example, inspecting a molecular model from different angles or panning and zooming a dense 2D visualization help to construct a visual mental model that aligns with the original visual presentation. However, both percepts and mental visual models are ephemeral in nature and extremely incomplete [41] . Most of the visual information gathered from the external world is forgotten and re-accessed when it is needed [49] . Mental visual models are only rough sketches that help users maintain an overview of what is where and remain oriented during the visual information gathering activity.
Decoding + Insight Formation. This transformation defines how information is extracted from the visual mental model. Decoding refers to the extraction of data values, such as retrieving the median performance of a specific participant. Decoding initially requires identifying which visual mapping function has been applied and subsequently being able to "invert" it. The ease of this process is determined by the recognizability and readability of a visualization, which in turn depend on the user's visual literacy and degree of training [37, 41] .
Once the visual mapping is understood, not all information retrieval tasks require explicit decoding, as tasks in the data domain can translate into tasks in the visual domain [24] . For example, medians between participants can be compared by looking at relative positions of lines. Other information can be gathered directly from the boxplot's visual presentation, such as the degree of variation between medians, the existence of possible outliers, or performance trends per age.
Similarly to the visual mental model, the information gained from a visualization is ephemeral due to limits of short term memory, but can serve to guide later visual information retrieval such as obtaining relevant detailed information [51] . Also, once combined and put into context, multiple pieces of information can lead to insights that can be remembered and guide decision making [11] . For example, our usability analyst might realize that elder users have issues with the new user interface and decide to have her team explore alternative designs.
Branches
At each stage of the pipeline, a separate visualization pipeline can branch out (see star icons in Figure 2 and legend in Figure 3 ). For example, the usability analyst may use the boxplot together with a scatterplot that shows mean performance against age for each participant. In that case another branch starts from raw data and goes through an alternative data transformation and visual mapping.
Branches can exist higher up in the pipeline. For example, the processed data used by the boxplot can also feed a bar chart showing only median performances. Or the boxplot's abstract visual form can be fed to a secondary visual presentation with a different participant ordering.
Branches can merge, a common example being multiple visual presentations shown on a single screen -or multiple "views". Multiple views can be merged by the rendering transformation at the window manager level. Integrated views such as magic lenses [10] can be merged further below in the pipeline. Branched pipelines can also lead to separate physical presentations, i.e., a boxplot and a scatterplot can be shown on two separate screens or printed on separate sheets of paper. When seen by a single user, those two physical presentations lead to two visual mental models that can be later merged by the decoding+insight formation transformation. When the same visual presentation is shown twice (e.g., at different scales), the merging can be done by the integration transformation.
Finally, in colocated collaborative settings multiple users can be observing the same physical presentation. In that case, each user has a unique viewpoint onto the shared physical presentation and a unique percept transformation. In a distributed pipeline system such as a Web app, multiple users can be observing the same visual presentation through separate and possibly remote physical presentations.
Information loss
Transformations can be seen as functions that are preferably but not necessarily bijective [65] . Information is often intentionally filtered out during data transformation. During rendering, some information can be lost due to display limitations, and lots of information can also be lost when cropping a visual presentation to fit a viewport or projecting a 3D visual presentation on 2D. By faithfulness we refer to the ability of a rendering transformation to preserve information. In our visual notation, this is represented by the amount of overlap between the visual and physical presentation icons (see Figure 3 ). Even with a faithful rendition, however, a large quantity of information can be lost at the percept transformation and subsequent stages, due to limits in human abilities to perceive and interpret visual information [24] .
Concrete vs. Conceptual Pipelines
A pipeline can be either concrete or conceptual. A concrete pipeline is a pipeline whose stages and transformations have an actual existence in the world. One example is a computer visualization system: the raw data is stored in hard-drive or memory and all transformations exist as executable code. As a result, images can be automatically produced on the screen from the raw data. A different situation involves physical presentations that have a conceptual pipeline attached underneath (grayed out, see Figure 3 ). A conceptual pipeline is a pipeline that, if it was made concrete, would yield the same physical presentation.
Consider for example a person who sees a chart in a newspaper. A journalist could have produced this chart automatically using a software such as Tableau [1] . Tableau implements a concrete pipeline, and this pipeline accurately describes how the chart was produced. But the journalist could have also authored this chart with a drawing tool. In that case, no concrete pipeline was used to produce the chart, but the chart can nonetheless be described using conceptual pipelines. While these pipelines do not capture how the chart was created, this is irrelevant to the newspaper reader who only sees the end result.
Two pipelines are conceptually equivalent if they yield the same end result. There can be an infinite number of conceptually equivalent pipelines for a given visualization. A manually-authored infographics or data sculpture may or may not have a conceptual pipeline. When no conceptual pipeline exists, the artifact cannot be generalized to other datasets and therefore does not qualify as a visualization [37] .
Note that the terms concrete and conceptual are not used to qualify our model, but the entities that are being modeled. Our infovis pipeline model is a conceptual model. But we can use it to reason about, e.g., a hypothetical visualization system using self-reconfigurable matter as output, in which case we are reasoning about a concrete pipeline. 
INTERACTIVITY
By interactivity we refer to users' ability to alter the infovis pipeline. While several interaction taxonomies for visualization have been proposed they all try to answer one or several of these questions:
What is the user doing?
That is, what is the effect of the interaction? 2. Why is she doing it?
That is, what is the goal behind producing this effect? 3. How does she do it?
That is, what are the means by which this effect is achieved?
Immediate goals have been previously addressed in tasks taxonomies [3, 23, 41, 51, 64] while general goals have been discussed in textbooks and essays [11, 58] . Effects and means have received comparatively less attention and can vary widely across systems.
Effects and means can be understood from two perspectives. From the pipeline's perspective (i.e., in a real or conceptual system), they refer to what is affected in the pipeline (e.g., which level is modified) and how (e.g., what hardware and software mechanisms are involved). From the user's perspective, effects and means refer to the user's subjective perception of what is being modified (e.g, what happens to the visualization) and how this modification is achieved (e.g, by direct manipulation or done automatically by the system).
We first briefly discuss goals, then address effects and means from the pipeline's perspective, and finally address the effects and means from the users' perspective.
Goals
As mentioned in the previous section, information can be intentionally filtered out in the pipeline in order to accommodate very large datasets, or can be lost because of technological or human (perceptual and cognitive) limitations. The primary function of interactivity in visualization systems is to allow users to dynamically alter the pipeline to reveal other aspects of the data. Users can then integrate the various percepts and pieces of information over time in order to build a richer picture of the data and accumulate insights. This dynamic process is often referred to as data exploration [11] . Data exploration can be thought of as being goal-directed and decomposable into elementary analytical tasks [3, 41, 51, 61, 64] .
Interactivity can be used not only to explore, but also to correct, update or collect data. Data collection is often considered a problem outside the realm of infovis: raw data is considered as "given". Although data from the physical world (e.g., temperature measurements) can be automatically collected, lots of information initially only exist in human minds (e.g., opinion polls) and need to be explicitly externalized. When the person using a visualization system is the same as the person who provides (or is able to correct or update) the data, data input becomes an infovis problem. This problem has started to be discussed in research [6] , although it has long been addressed by PIM software such as calendar tools, which provide both visualizations of personal data and the means for entering and updating this data.
Finally, interactivity can also have social functions, such as helping users coordinate and communicate in collaborative settings or helping analysts present data to an audience [29, 23 ]. An interesting example of storytelling involving interaction with an improvised physical visualization is "Hans Rosling's shortest Ted Talk" [48] .
Effects -The Pipeline's Perspective
From the pipeline's perspective, the effect refers to the part of the pipeline that is modified during interaction and the nature of the change. Any part of a visualization system's pipeline that stores information can potentially be modified, namely the raw data level and all subsequent transformations. An example for a data transformation modification is changing the range of a filter. An example for a visual mapping modification is swapping two axes on a scatterplot. An example for a presentation mapping modification is reordering a matrix visualization. An example for a rendering modification is zooming.
Percept transformations can also be modified. Examples include repositioning a laptop computer, moving around in a large display environment, manipulating a physical visualization, and virtually any action that changes the percept of a physical presentation: turning off the room's lights, placing one's finger on a screen, etc.
Conceptual pipelines can be modified too. A conceptual pipeline is modified when the concrete entity it is connected to changes. For example, consider a card player who keeps scores using tally marks on a paper sheet. A simple conceptual pipeline is one that takes the scores as raw data, creates a visual form using a "tally mark" visual mapping, then produces a physical presentation consisting in ink on paper. But if the card player adds a mark, the original pipeline becomes inconsistent with the changed physical presentation. A correct conceptual pipeline has to be substituted, and a parsimonious one would use the new scores as raw data and leave the rest unchanged. Therefore, drawing a tally mark conceptually modifies the pipeline at the raw data level.
As will be discussed in the next section, the effect of an interaction can also consist in a higher-level modification, such as creating a new branch on the pipeline or removing an existing branch.
Means -The Pipeline's Perspective
From the pipeline's perspective, the means consist in interaction techniques, i.e., all the hardware and software elements that provide a way for users to produce the effect of interest on the pipeline [57] . Many interaction techniques can produce the same effect. For example, a scatterplot can be filtered through SQL queries, dynamics queries [11] , using tangible props [32] , or even by speech recognition.
Interaction techniques can be complex and require elaborate forms of communication between different levels of the pipeline. We call these mechanisms propagation. We first describe the different types of propagation (see legend in Figure 3) , and then discuss how interaction techniques can be modeled in our pipeline in the form of instruments.
Forward and Back Propagation. As a general principle, effects propagate forward, e.g., if a user changes the data transformation, then the new transformation is applied to the raw data, after which all the subsequent transformations are applied all the way to the physical presentation. This type of propagation is common to all infovis pipelines (arrows in Figure 2 ) and will be referred to as forward propagation.
In addition to forward propagation, some interaction techniques also require back propagation. For example, consider brushing & linking on two scatterplots [8] : every time the mouse moves, its position needs to be translated from screen coordinates into visual presentation coordinates, then the glyph below this point needs to be matched to the corresponding data record [15] . In other terms, all geometrical transformations from the data transformation to the physical presentation are inverted. Then the "highlighted" attribute of the data point is set to true and the change is propagated forward to the second scatterplot.
Branching
entities from the branching point upwards, then performing a forward propagation. Branching also serves to generate an initial pipeline from a raw dataset.
In a desktop setting, a common example of branching interaction is creating a new "view" (e.g., window) of the same data, or activating a magic lens. In both cases, the two branches usually merge before the physical presentation level, whereas printing a visualization on paper creates a branch with a separate physical presentation.
Branches can also be suppressed (e.g., closing a window). In addition, some visualization systems support branch substitution [1, 60] . Branch substitution consists in suppressing a branch starting from a certain level (e.g., processed data), then creating a new branch that ends up being displayed at the same physical location. One example is switching from parallel coordinates to a matrix visualization.
Automatic vs. Manual Propagation. Propagation in a concrete pipeline can be either automatic, manual, or in-between. Propagations in integrated visualization systems are typically fully automatic: every change to one level is immediately reflected to the levels above -i.e., all transformations are applied -without any user intervention.
An example of user intervention at the data transformation level is exporting part of a dataset as a graphml file to be visualized as a node-link diagram. Another example at the rendering level would be exporting a molecule visualization as a 3D model to be displayed by a separate viewer. In both examples, every time the raw data changes, updating the physical presentation requires user intervention.
There is a continuum between automatic and manual propagation. For example, opening a raw dataset with a spreadsheet and copying values one by one into another spreadsheet would be a rather manual way of doing data transformation. Invoking a parsing script instead would be a more automatic -yet not fully automatic -way of doing the same job. Crafting data sculptures such as Mount Fear [4] can involve varying degrees of automaticity at different levels of the pipeline.
Repeated vs. One-shot Propagation. At any level of a pipeline, forward propagation can be either repeated or one-shot. Repeated forward propagation means that information is propagated forward more than once. A computer visualization system typically supports repeated forward propagation at all levels, meaning that changes to the raw data can be reflected on the same physical presentation. If propagations are also fully automatic, the physical presentation can be continuously updated and display streaming data [45] .
Propagation can also be one-shot, meaning that forward propagation is only performed when the branch is initially created, but not afterwards. Examples of one-shot propagation at the rendering level include paper printouts and 3D fabrication. Any change affecting layers below the physical presentation stop being propagated to these physical presentations. Seeing the changes would require branching, i.e., producing a new printout or physical model. Each physical presentation can however possess a conceptual pipeline that is a snapshot of the pipeline initially used to create it, and that can be modified separately.
Instruments. Following the instrumental interaction framework [7] , we model interaction techniques as instruments. Instruments are inspired by tools: a screwdriver acts as a mediator between humans and screws. In interactive systems, an instrument acts as a mediator between the user and the object being modified -in our case, the visualization pipeline. The role of an instrument is to interpret user input into modifications of the pipeline and to provide user feedback.
Instruments have a physical part and a logical part [7] . In our model, an instrument can have two physical parts: i) a physical handle, i.e., an object that the user can physically operate; and ii) a physical presentation that gives user feedback. An instrument's physical handle can be colocated with its physical presentation (e.g., touchscreen), physically remote (e.g., mouse), or non-existing (e.g., mid-air pointing) [44] .
We model the logical part of an instrument as a pipeline. Several intercommunicating pipelines can form a compound instrument. A dynamic query [2] example is given in Figure 4 . A scatterplot pipeline (to the right) is augmented with a range slider instrument, as well as a pointing instrument. The scatterplot's data transformation exposes its parameters to the range slider as raw data (1) . A subset of this raw data -the range for filtering a given data dimension -is visualized in the form of two slider thumbs (2). The pointing instrument has a physical handle (3) whose position is shown as a mouse cursor. All three pipelines merge at the rendering level, which displays the range slider next to the scatterplot and overlays the mouse cursor on top.
When the mouse's physical handle is operated (3), the raw sensor data is updated, the new position of the mouse cursor is computed and visualized on the screen. An event is also generated (e.g., a mouse drag). This mouse event is interpreted by the rendering transformation and sent to the range slider's visual presentation (2), which backpropagates the change to the scatterplot's data transformation (1) [15] . This is only one example, and many other forms of instruments exist. In general, an instrument is composed of one or several secondary pipelines that intercommunicate. These pipelines provide visual feedback and feedforward, and can sometimes be considered as visualizations by themselves. For example, a range slider can show the data distribution [32] , or a data view can be temporarily used as an instrument for controlling another view [8] . In all cases, at one end the user produces raw sensor data, and at the other end, the main visualization pipeline is modified at a specific level. We will later see how to simplify the representation of instruments by ignoring the pipeline's internals and focusing on users' subjective experience.
Versatility and Genericity. In order to avoid the proliferation of instruments and to facilitate learning, it is important for instruments to be versatile. An instrument is versatile if it is compatible with a large number of visualization pipelines. An instrument is generally versatile if it is loosely coupled with the element it controls (transformation or raw data) or if this element is loosely coupled with the rest of the pipeline. For example, dynamic query sliders are versatile because they operate on data transformations (i.e., range queries on quantitative or ordinal dimensions) that are compatible with many visualization techniques. Versatility is also linked to usefulness: although range sliders could in principle be used with nominal data, such queries are meaningless, and this therefore limits the versatility of the instrument. Versatile instruments also exist at the rendering level, e.g., pan-andzoom, interactive image processing [17] or window management tools.
Instruments that operate on visual mappings and presentation mappings tend to be visualization-specific. Examples include baseline adjustment tools for stacked histograms [16] , sorting tools for matrix visualizations, or edge deformation tools for node-link diagrams [63] . However, in many cases similar functionality can be achieved at the rendering level: tools could in principle be designed that perform advanced geometrical operations on scenegraphs (e.g., alignment, sorting, overlap removal or annotation), without any knowledge of the underlying visual mapping. Such rendering-level visualization-agnostic instruments seem to be a promising area of future research.
An instrument is generic if it is versatile and if the same user actions produce the same effects on different visualization pipelines. For example, range sliders and pan-and-zoom instruments are generic because they are versatile and their effects are consistent across all com-patible visualizations. An instrument that is rather versatile but not generic is the rectangular selection tool: this tools lets users select 2D data ranges on scatterplots and line graphs [26] , but has different semantics on node-link diagrams. Similarly, an instrument for dragging visual marks can be versatile but can have very different effects on different visualizations (e.g., reordering rows and columns on matrices vs. changing the raw data on scatterplots). More generally, direct manipulation instruments that require back-propagation may be versatile but are rarely generic because spatial manipulations need to be interpreted according to the visual mapping used.
Effects -The User's Perspective
In Section 3.2 we considered the effects of interactions on the visualization pipeline. We now discuss the user's perception of these effects.
Instruments produce multiple observable effects. A user who operates the range slider of Figure 4 can attend to the changes on the scatterplot but also to the slider's thumb, the cursor on the screen, or the physical mouse. However, instruments are not the object of the task and unless they need to be fixed or reconfigured [55, Chap.2] [7] , users normally focus on the data being explored. In the instrumental interaction framework this data would be referred to as the domain object [7] . However, this framework does not consider the visualization process and equates the domain object with its visual presentation. We therefore discuss where in the pipeline effects are perceived to occur.
Although effects are made observable by the physical presentation, they are usually not perceived at this level. A person using a computer does not see pixels changing on a screen but instead perceives action happening "behind" [55, Chap.2] . In our pipeline model, the entity that best aligns with what the user perceives is the visual presentation.
The perception of changes in a pipeline's transformations tends to shift towards the visual presentation level. For example, when panning and zooming a tree visualization or rotating a 3D molecule, one may perceive not a "camera" motion, but a change to the position and orientation of the tree or of the molecule 2 . If the presentation mapping changes (e.g., a tree branch is collapsed), the change will also be perceived as happening to the tree or to the molecule.
The interpretation of changes occurring lower in the pipeline likely varies across users, especially since not all users think of visualizations in terms of pipelines. For example, when comparing a boxplot with a newer version where a participant has been removed, an information visualization expert may "correctly" interpret the new version as having a different data transformation. But other users may prefer to think of an alteration of the raw dataset, or may simply consider that a box has been removed from the visual presentation. Regardless, a change in the visual presentation is likely to be the initial perception for all users, while further interpretations may require additional cognition.
To summarize, the subjective perception of interaction effects may vary across time and across users but in most typical situations, the dominant and immediate perception is that of changes happening to the visual presentation of the data being explored.
Means -The User's Perspective
From the user's perspective, the means refer to how a user perceives he produces the effects he observes. This subjective experience depends on the instrument used. A category of instruments that have generated considerable interest in HCI are "direct manipulation" techniques [28, 52, 19, 7] , which we discuss here in the context of infovis.
While the instrumental interaction framework [7] helpfully clarifies the different levels of directness an instrument can elicit, it does not capture the subjective experience of manipulation. We therefore introduce the concept of instrumental manipulation.
Instrumental Manipulation vs. Operation. Instrumental manipulation is the experience of self-agency for the perceived effect. Anything else is instrumental operation.
The sense of self-agency, i.e., being the cause of something [53] , is a key component in how interactions are experienced. Consider a node-link diagram visualization where the user has two alternatives: i) the user presses a button and the diagram is automatically laid out by the computer; or ii) the user manually drags the nodes to the same final positions. The perceived outcome of both actions -i.e., the effect -is the same change to the visual presentation, but in i), the user is doing instrumental operation while in ii), it is instrumental manipulation.
Self-agency is always experienced with the physical handle and can be transferred to the next instruments in the chain [55, Chap.7] , sometimes with the feeling that these instruments have been incorporated to the body [42, 5] . In the scenario i) above, the user feels he is the one who is depressing not only the physical mouse button, but also the widget on the screen, after which the computer takes over. In the range slider of Figure 4 , the user experiences self-agency for moving the physical mouse, as well as the mouse pointer and the range slider's thumb. Then, self-agency may or may not be experienced for the effects on the scatterplot's visual presentation.
Self-agency is transferred when observed effects can be easily predicted from physical actions. This is the case when effects and actions have a high degree of compatibility [7] , but also when they are linked by a simple relationship [42, 34] . If the range slider operates on a scatterplot axis, actions and effects are directly correlated and the user may perceive he is "stretching" the scatterplot. If the scatterplot motions are reverted or rotated by 90 degrees, agency is still transferred. But if another dimension is filtered, points will appear and disappear in an unpredictable manner, and self-agency will stop at the slider's thumb. The visual presentation will not be experienced as being manipulated and the user will be performing instrumental operation.
Instruments have a simplified visual notation where the means from the pipeline's perspective are not shown (see Figure 3) . If the instrument supports instrumental manipulation the icon is placed in front of the visual presentation. Otherwise it faces the effect on the pipeline.
Direct vs. Indirect Instrumental Manipulation. In addition to providing the illusion that the visual presentation is being manipulated, some instruments give the illusion that it is being directly manipulated. Factors that contribute to this illusion include [7] :
• A high degree of compatibility between actions and effects. For example, filtering a scatterplot by dragging an axis is more compatible than using a range slider, since motions are not reverted.
• A low degree of indirection, which refers to a low spatial and temporal offset between the user's actions and the observed effect. Here we interpret this as being the degree of indirection between the physical handle and the visual presentation.
• A degree of integration of 1, which refers to physical actions and the observed effect having the same dimensionality. A counterexample is using a computer mouse to operate the range slider: although the range slider has two degrees of freedom, only one degree of freedom of the mouse is used to operate it. There is a continuum between indirect and direct instrumental manipulation. For example, dragging objects on a touchscreen feels very direct, yet the illusion is imperfect due to possible parallax and lag, inconsistent tactile cues, and impoverished hand gestures [59] . In our compacted visual notation, the position and shape of the icon encodes information about how direct the instrument feels (Figure 3) .
To summarize, the user's subjective experience of interacting with a visualization can be either instrumental manipulation or instrumental operation. For an instrument to elicit a sense of manipulation, changes shown at the visual presentation level have to be predictable, e.g., bear similarities with the user's gestures on the physical handle. Additional factors can contribute to an experience of directness. But given the current state of technology, the ultimate experience of directness, or "true" direct manipulation, can only be achieved by the manipulation of physical objects without any mediating instrument.
While supporting directness can be extremely valuable [28, 52, 2] , indirections such as in light switches can also be useful [7] . Furthermore, instrumental operation is useful when the user wishes to partly relinquish control to the computer because manipulation would be too complex or too repetitive [19] (e.g., when reordering a matrix). 
CASE STUDIES
We now use our model to describe, discuss, and compare several interactive visualization systems that employ non-conventional hardware setups, including large-scale visualizations, tangible controls, physical visualizations and shape displays. Terms from our model will be highlighted in italics.
Interacting with Large-Scale Visualizations
Large-scale visualizations involve physical presentations that are much larger than a regular computer screen. They provide new opportunities but also impose new constraints. One is that users need to be mobile to take full advantage of the available space.
Tangible Remote Controllers. Tangible remote controllers for wall-sized displays (TRC) [32] solve mobility issues through portable instruments. Figure 5 illustrates a typical interaction involving dynamic queries. A user is equipped with her own set of physical controls attached to a tablet device. She is therefore mobile and can modify her percept transform (1) to explore different areas of the visualization. She can also filter the data from any location by acquiring one of the tangible range sliders (2) . By adjusting its thumbs, she defines a new range (3), effectively modifying the data transformation of the main pipeline (4). This interaction is continuously forwarded (automatic and repeated forward propagation), allowing her to observe the effect of her action on the scatterplot.
As a comparison, consider again the desktop setup of Figure 4 : • The instrument's physical handle is bound to the scatterplot's physical presentation, although on large displays this constraint can be relaxed with mobile physical handles or mid-air pointing [44] .
• In a desktop setting the visual presentation of the range slider and of the scatterplot are shown side-by-side on the same physical presentation. While this is acceptable in a desktop setting, on a large display this would make the instrument's visual presentation hard to see from certain angles [9] and thus hard to operate. Deporting instruments' physical presentation not only solves this problem but also better supports multiple users. • Most importantly, Figure 4 involves a pointing instrument whereas in Figure 5 the user directly operates the range slider, which considerably increases the instrument's degrees of freedom.
• Since widgets imitate real-world controls, the range slider's rendering transformation is more faithful. Both its physical handle and physical presentation match the user's mental model of a slider. While we only illustrated dynamic query interactions, the system also supports other forms of interaction: physical controls can be freely rearranged on the tablet surface (customization of the instrument's visual presentation by true direct manipulation) and their function can be reassigned through pop-up menus (customization of the visual mapping transformation) [32] . It is hard to imagine such a high degree of flexibility on a desktop system, where some toolbars can be customized to a certain degree but through cumbersome interactions.
FatFonts. The TRC system supports multi-user mobile interaction, but shared displays also require coordination among users: if one user changes the visualization, then this affects all users. FatFonts [43] provide an original solution to this problem by utilizing each user's percept transform without affecting the physical presentation.
FatFonts show data values with numbers whose thickness is also a function of the value, yielding visualizations that elicit different percepts from different viewing distances. Figure 6 top shows a map overlaid with an array of numbers indicating elevation. Users who are close can read the numbers while users standing back see a heatmap. This can be modeled through a conceptual pipeline with two branches: one that uses a numerical visual mapping (1), and another one that employs a heatmap visual mapping (2). The rendering transform merges the two visual presentations. Therefore each user has his "own" conceptual pipeline, and when he moves around (3), he conceptually switches between two visual mappings (2) .
Although viewpoint-dependent visualization through user tracking would allow much more possibilities, FatFonts show how real-world interaction outside the pipeline also deserves to be considered.
Interacting with Physical Visualizations
So far we only considered visualizations beyond the desktop involving traditional pixel-based displays -only on a larger scale. But visualizations can also take physical shape themselves. This brings interesting possibilities, as physical visualizations can leverage our natural abilities to perceive and manipulate physical objects.
The Emoto Data Sculpture. Emoto [54] is a 3-meter wide museum installation showing Twitter sentiments collected during the 2012 Olympic Games (see Figure 7) . The system combines two pipelines: one where time-series data was visually encoded as a 3D surface and rendered as a physical object through one-shot propagation (1), and another one where a subset of the data corresponding to a particular theme is encoded as a heatmap and projected on the 3D surface (2) . Both visual presentations thereby share the same physical presentation (3) . Visitors can explore the data using a jog wheel instrument located nearby. Turning the wheel moves a time cursor (overriding decoration) and displays details about the Tweet underneath (4), while pushing the wheel cycles through different Tweet themes and changes the whole heatmap (5). This is another example of a large-scale visualization, although quite different from the wallsize display setup of Figure 5 . The system combines physical/static and virtual/dynamic rendering to produce an extremely rich physical presentation. This richness affords data exploration through visual inspection and percept transformation. The instrument is however limited: only one user can operate it at a time, and since it is fixed in the room, users cannot closely inspect or touch the visualization while they operate the instrument.
Coral Props. While large-scale physical presentations cannot be manipulated, smaller-scale physical presentations can. Figure 8 illustrates a system that combines physical and virtual rendering like Emoto, but at a smaller scale and through separate physical presentations [38] . The pipeline visualizes scientific data on corals. The 3D model of a coral can be both 3D-printed (1) and shown on a large stereoscopic display with additional information (2) . A 3D-printed coral model can be turned into an instrument by attaching a location and orientation sensor that controls the on-screen visualization (3). The system also includes a pen (not shown) for selecting locations of interest on the physical coral and having the corresponding data displayed on the screen.
As a rotation and selection instrument, the physical coral has a perfect degree of integration and a high compatibility, solely the spatial indirection is high. Also, its rendering is highly faithful. However, this object is only a physical model of a coral. The associated numerical data is shown on the screen visualization and the physical coral only serves as physical prop [25] to rotate the model on the screen and navigate the data. Although the use of an actual physical model may facilitate these tasks, pen selection likely requires split visual attention. This problem can be addressed by using physical models not simply as instruments, but as the visualizations themselves.
Rearrangeable Physical Charts. Figure 9 shows a physical 3D bar chart that has been rendered through semi-automatic one-shot propagation: pieces were automatically laser-cut from the data, then painted and assembled manually [33] . It shows unemployment rates over 10 years for 10 countries. The chart gives an overview over trends across both dimensions, without the perceptual drawbacks of 3D on a screen [33] . The object is passive, i.e., it contains no electronics, but interactions are still possible at the percept transformation level (1), including rotating the chart, or using fingers to mark data points [33] .
In contrast to the monolithic model in Figure 8 , this bar chart is modular. Each country is a 2D bar chart that can be taken out and Fig. 8 . Using a physical prop to navigate an on-screen visualization [38] . Fig. 9 . A reorderable physical chart rendered by digital fabrication [33] . manipulated separately. This simple design choice enables a user to perform a range of additional tasks (2): she can sort countries, filter them out by moving them away, or compare countries by superimposing them. These interactions can be seen as modifying a conceptual pipeline: rearranging the visualization amounts to modifying free visual variables at the presentation mapping level, or more specifically, performing optimization overriding operations. Such operations are supported through true direct manipulation and are very versatile. In contrast, on a desktop system these tasks would typically be considered separately and supported by different instruments.
Legos. Passive physical objects can also support modifications to the raw data level of a conceptual pipeline. Figure 10 (left) shows how Lego bricks can help users keep track of their time management [4] . Each tower shows time use for one day and an entire board contains data for one week. Different colors encode different projects. A layer is one hour, horizontally subdivided in four quarters of an hour. When the user decides to switch to a new project, she encodes the information according to her self-defined mapping (1), amounting to an inverse encoding & insight formation transformation, by picking a brick of the appropriate color, and adds it to today's tower (2) thereby changing the contained raw data.
The constant availability of this interface makes it easy for the user to log personal activity data on-the-fly, without interrupting her tasks. At any time, she can also use the same data storage interface as a visualization to get insights. A new tower could be created each week to keep a personal record of time use. However, such a physical database would rapidly consume physical space and money after a few weeks.
DailyStack. The DailyStack system [27] shown on the right of Figure 10 provides similar means as the Lego visualization but includes computational components. The user's way of encoding (1), storing (2) and reading information is very similar to the Lego interface. The main difference is that the DailyStack not only modifies the Fig. 10 . Data input with Lego bricks [4] and DailyStack [27] . Fig. 11 . Direct interaction with topographic data using Relief [40] .
conceptual pipeline of the physical stack (3) but also propagates the change to a concrete pipeline on a computer (4). This pipeline visually encodes the data across several days and displays it on a separate physical presentation (5), a screen. While this method allows data to be shown both physically and on dynamic displays, transfer of information is still one-way: there is no forward propagation from the raw data in the concrete pipeline to the physical stack. The same is true with the Lego bricks: new towers could be generated from data by 3D printing, but this would only support automatic one-shot propagation, and not automatic repeated propagation.
Relief. Some data sculptures can dynamically update themselves with data (i.e., they fully support automatic repeated propagation), but they are typically dataset-specific [33] . Technologies exist that are more generic. For example, shape displays are matrices of actuated bars that make it possible to display any 2.5D data in a physical form.
The Relief system [40] explores user interaction with shape displays through back-propagation, by adding sensing capabilities to the bars as well as a depth camera sensing. In Figure 11 , Relief shows a topographical map where elevation data is visualized by a shape display covered with a rubber sheet (1) and surface data is projected on top (2). The user can touch the surface to mark positions on the map (3) or use mid-air gestures to pan and zoom (4) . In other demo applications, users can press the bars to, e.g., change data.
Relief shows how instrumental manipulation and true direct manipulation can coexist on a visualization system. However, as the authors discuss [40] , shape displays impose many physical constraints. Bars cannot be pulled up, nor can they be pushed sideways: the only supported direct manipulation gesture is pushing on bars.
Interactive shape displays are only a first step towards a truly direct interaction with complex data, as the interactions supported by Relief capture only a small subset of what our hands are capable of (e.g., see Figure 9 ). Still, it is time we step back from desktop computing stereotypes and consider display and sensing technologies that will become possible in the near future. In particular, programmable matter [30, 14] will allow to dynamically display arbitrary physical surfaces and will create new challenges for interactive visualization design.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented an interaction model for beyond-desktop visualizations that refines and unifies the information visualization reference model [11, 13] and the instrumental interaction model [7] . Our contributions include:
• an extended infovis pipeline model that: i) clarifies the role of each level from the raw data to the visual presentation through concrete examples, ii) introduces additional levels, from the physical presentation to the information extracted by the user, • a reframing of the problem of describing interaction through three questions: what (effects), why (goals) and how (means), • a characterization of the effects and means from the system's perspective involving: i) the modeling of instruments as secondary pipelines that modify the visualization pipeline at specific levels, ii) a typology of propagation and branching mechanisms, iii) the explicit integration of data collection and modification tasks, iv) the notion of conceptual pipelines to capture interactions happening in the physical world, v) the notions of versatility and genericity,
• a characterization of the effects and means from the user's perspective that captures the experiences of manipulation and of directness, • a domain independent visual notation for a compact description of traditional and non-conventional interactive visualization systems, • eight case studies using the model to discuss and compare different types of beyond-desktop visualization setups. Our case studies clearly illustrate the power of interactions that take place in the physical world outside the visualization system, such as locomotion and object manipulation. Physical object manipulation can be very versatile and even entirely passive physical visualizations such as the rearrangeable bar charts or the Lego system already support non-trivial visualization tasks. The entire design space of passive physical visualizations is largely unexplored. Although more powerful instruments can be designed that involve sensing, actuation and computation, passive object manipulation remains a useful source of inspiration when designing any instrument. Powerful instruments require rich physical handles. Touchscreens -and especially multitouch screens -are richer handles than computer mice, but our hands can do more than just drag "pictures under glass" [59] . Still we will always need instrumental operations as those allow to carry out complex tasks that have no real world counterpart (e.g., automatic sorting, brushing & linking). More research is needed to find best practices for blending physical and computing elements in a sensible way.
We believe our model can help abstract currently existing point solutions and reflect on best practices, but it is only one step towards a comprehensive model. There is still a need for a holistic model that captures both visual design and interaction design considerations, and the interplay between the two. The why, i.e., tasks, goals and intents [3, 23, 41, 51, 61, 64 ] also need to be integrated. Other important aspects of interaction are not explicitly captured yet, such as the spatial arrangement of devices and users, the serial and concurrent use of multiple instruments [7] , analytics activities across different systems and environments [46] , as well as history and provenance [46] .
An interaction model should ideally be descriptive, comparative, and generative [7] . Our model retains the properties of the instrumental interaction model, although our case studies focus on its descriptive power. We nonetheless believe that a model that helps understand and relate unconventional designs can also help generate new designs. Our model helps compare designs but is not prescriptive nor predictive: it does not provide recipes or metrics for choosing the best solution to a given problem. We believe interactive visualizations need to be better understood before these goals can become realistic. Finally our model is not a taxonomy, although it does define concepts that can help build taxonomies. We believe that classifying instruments according to the what and the how, and then overlaying findings from user studies can be a step towards a "science of interaction" [46] . Such a taxonomy could help researchers identify unexplored areas of research, contrast their contributions from existing work, and identify missing or conflicting evidence for the efficiency of various instruments given tasks of interest. We see our interaction model and the concepts it introduces as the missing toolbox for this important next step.
